We quantize a massive scalar field in de Sitter spacetime and derive the S-matrix for the general interacting theory. Using the general boundary formulation of quantum field theory, we also propose a new type of S-matrix derived from the asymptotic limit of the amplitude associated with a spacetime region bounded by one connected and timelike hypersurface. Based on previous works in Minkowski spacetime, we call this region the hypercylinder region. We show how the new Smatrix coincides with the usual one by constructing an isomorphism between the space of temporal asymptotic states of the traditional setting and the space of spatial asymptotic states defined on the asymptotic hypercylinder.
I. INTRODUCTION
The present paper is devoted to the study of the quantization of a real massive scalar field in de Sitter spacetime and to derive the S-matrix for a general interaction within the framework of the general boundary formulation (GBF) of quantum field theory (QFT). The GBF has recently emerged as a new powerful tool to describe the dynamics of quantum fields. The key idea on which the GBF is based resides on a generalization of the notion of amplitudes. To fully appreciate the novelties introduced by the GBF, it would be useful to quickly review how evolution and transition amplitudes are usually described. In standard Minkowski-based quantum field theory, transition amplitudes are expressed as the scalar product between a state defined on an initial equal-time hyperplane, say ξ, evolved up to a final equal-time hyperplane by the evolution operator U (t f , t i ), and a state defined on the final hyperplane, η, namely in Dirac notation η, t f |U (t f , t i )|ξ, t i .
(
The above expression is interpreted as the probability amplitude for the transition from the state ξ to the state η in the time interval (t f −t i ). This represents the standard picture of dynamics understood as evolution from an initial state to a final one. The physical process described by (1) involves the non compact region of Minkowski spacetime bounded by the two disconnected spacelike hyperplanes defined by the times t i and t f respectively. Now, if we are interested in the study of process involving a spacetime region naturally bounded by, say, one connected hypersurface containing timelike parts, the application of the above formalism turns out to be problematic: Indeed it is the standard notion of evolution that appears to be questionable since in this case the distinction between initial and final states is missing due to the connectedness of the boundary and a more general notion of evolution is needed. Other problems may appear in the usual S-matrix technique to calculate probabilities for scattering processes, in which one usually assumes that the interaction vanishes at asymptotic times, so that the initial and final state, now defined on temporal asymptotic hyperplanes, belong to the state space of the corresponding free theory. But how can we define the S-matrix if the interaction never vanishes or if for some reasons no temporal asymptotic states exist (as will be the case in anti-de Sitter spacetime)? Moreover, from an experimental point of view, infinitely distant regions are inaccessible, and real experiments always take place in finite regions of spacetime. This observation opens the question of the implementability of a fully local description of the dynamics of quantum fields, namely a description involving only compact spacetime regions 1 . While this is difficult or even incompatible with the standard techniques of QFT 2 , the GBF offers the appropriate framework for such description. More serious problems emerge in the study of quantum fields in curved spacetimes, apart from the one just mentioned relative to anti-de Sitter space. The class of problems we are referring to originates form the absence (in general) of symmetries of the spacetime metric preventing the availability of a privileged criterion to select a specific vacuum state of the field, which leads consequently to many inequivalent quantum theories. Furthermore, in this case, evolution is understood between arbitrary spacelike Cauchy surfaces that provide a foliation of the spacetime and in general results to be non-unitary [2] . The description of physical processes in a background-independent quantum context, as would be the case in quantum gravity, will entail even more radical problems requiring drastic departure from both technical and conceptual aspects of standard QFT 3 . The GBF not only brings a new viewpoint on QFT but may also solve some of the problems mentioned above. Indeed within the GBF a consistent description is implemented for physical processes taking place in arbitrary spacetime regions that are not consequently restricted to those involved in equation (1) , namely regions defined by a time interval. The major novelty is then represented by considering regions with compact boundary, i.e. regions with a boundary hypersurface having both spacelike and timelike components. On the other hand, standard QFT can be recovered from the GBF by specializing the boundary hypersurface to the disjoint union of two Cauchy surfaces. In that sense the GBF represents an extension of the quantum theory. The basic ingridients of this new formulation are inspired by topological quantum field theory: state spaces are associated with the boundary of any spacetime region, and amplitudes are associated with the region and are given by maps from these state spaces to the complex numbers. These structures are required to satisfy a set of axioms assuring their consistency. Section III is devoted to the elucidation of these state spaces and amplitudes, which are introduced using the Schrödinger representation for the quantum states of the field, combined with the Feynman path integral quantization prescription 4 . Finally, a consistent physical interpretation can be given to such amplitudes and an appropriate notion of probability can be extracted from them [5, 6] . It is important to emphasize that the GBF implements a manifestly local description of the quantum theory: Indeed the computation of the amplitudes takes into account only the states defined on the boundary and the dynamics, compatible with the specified boundary states, taking place in the spacetime region of interest.
In a series of papers the GBF has been applied to study interacting scalar fields in Minkowski [7, 8] and Euclidean spacetime [9] . On the one hand the usual results of standard QFT have been recovered by considering time interval regions. On the other hand dynamics taking place in a new type of spacetime regions, namely regions bounded by a timelike and connected hypersurface, were described and a consistent probability interpretation was implemented. In Minkowski spacetime the region considered was a timelike hypercylinder, i.e. a ball in space extended over all of time, first introduced in [6] . In the 2-dimensional Euclidean space of [9] the region was given by a circle. Notice that the connectedness of the boundary prevents a natural decomposition of the state space associated with it into a state space containing in-states and one containing out-states. Thus, the traditional picture of dynamics, entails by expression (1), has to be extended to a more general one. The key point is that the GBF provides a precise mathematical description (at the level of rigor of the path integral) as well as a suitable physical interpretation for processes characterized by these geometries. Furthermore, it has been shown the existence of an isomorphism between the state spaces associated with the boundaries of the hypercylinder in Minkowski space with the state space associated with the time interval region. Due to this isomorphism the interacting asymptotic amplitude defined from the 2 By standard QFT we mean the Hilbert-space approach of QFT, in which the central object is the vector space of states given by a complex Hilbert space, with observables represented by self-adjoint operators acting on it. We do not refer here to the algebraic approach to QFT. 3 Quantum gravity was indeed among the main motivations for the GBF. All the interest in a general boundary approach to quantum gravity resides in the possibility that the GBF can handle some of the major conceptual problems posed by any quantum theory not defined on a fixed background metric, such as the problem of time and the problem of locality [3] . By the problem of locality we mean the separation of the system of interest from the rest of the universe. While this is possible within quantum field theory, due to causality and the cluster decomposition principle, in the absence of background metric distant systems can not be separated and treated independently. 4 It is important to mention that the GBF is a general framework to formulate quantum theories and is not bound to any particular theory. Nor to any specific quantization scheme consequently. However, a Schrödinger-Feynman quantization turns out to be useful and to work, at least at a formal level, in the specific situations considered so far. We mention the existence of new and more rigorous quantization scheme proposed by Oeckl in [4] .
large radius limit of the hypercylinder results to be equivalent to the S-matrix in the standard setting, when both can be defined. Analogue results were obtained for field theory in Euclidean space. The cases studied so far are restricted to flat-spacetime-based QFT. Here we take a further step by considering the quantum theory of a scalar field in a curved spacetime, specifically in de Sitter spacetime. The de Sitter spacetime presents many interesting features. First, because of its high degree of symmetry, the dynamics of quantized fields propagating in it is exactly solvable and many of the properties of the fields can be studied analytically [2] . Moreover, in the inflationary cosmology scenario de Sitter space models an exponentially expanding universe at the initial stage of inflation [10] . De Sitter space has also attracted new interest in connection with the conjecture of the dS/CFT correspondence proposed almost a decade ago by Strominger [11] .
In this article we will quantize a real massive minimally coupled scalar field in de Sitter spacetime within the GBF. The main result consists in the derivation of the expression of the S-matrix for the general interacting theory in two different contexts. The first one is represented by the standard settings of QFT, where the field evolves between spacelike Cauchy surfaces. The second one is inspired by the geometry of the hypercylinder in Minkowski space: evolution takes place in a non-compact spacetime region bounded by one timelike connected hypersurface on which the quantum states of the field are defined. In particular this hypersurface is at fixed distance from the temporal axis of de Sitter space, and will be called the hypercylinder in analogy to the Minkowski case. The S-matrix for the hypercylinder region is given by the asymptotic amplitude (at spatial infinity) for the specified quantum states. These two S-matrices will be shown to be equivalent by the existence of an isomorphism between the state spaces associated with the corresponding asymptotic hypersurfaces, hence extending to de Sitter space the results of [7] [8] [9] . Part of the results presented here were announced in a previous paper [12] .
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we present the two spacetime regions we will be interested in and solve the Klein-Gordon equation in the different coordinate systems chosen in the two regions. In Sec. III the main structures of the GBF are introduced. In Sec. IV the free scalar field is quantized in the region with spacelike boundary, namely the time interval region bounded by two equal-time hypersurfaces. We start by expressing the field propagator and then introduce the vacuum state and coherent states. Finally the asymptotic amplitude, interpreted as the S-matrix for the free theory is computed. We then treat the interacting theory in Sec. V in two steps: First the asymptotic amplitude in the case of an interaction with a source field is derived and subsequently we use functional methods to work out the S-matrix for the general interacting theory. In Sec. VI we quantize the free field in the hyercylinder region, following the treatment of Sec. IV: after introducing the main structures we obtain the expression of the asymptotic amplitude for coherent states defined on the hypercylinder. Sec. VII deals with the interacting theory and the asymptotic amplitude is derived following the same steps of Sec. V. In Sec. VIII we show the existence of an isomorphism between the asymptotic Hilbert spaces associated with the boundaries of the two geometries in question and prove the equivalence of the asymptotic amplitudes under such isomorphism. Sec. IX contains our conclusions and an outlook. A few technical details are collected in appendix A and appendix B.
II. CLASSICAL THEORY
We begin in this section by studying the classical theory of a real massive minimally coupled scalar field in de Sitter spacetime. The action in a spacetime region M is given by
where we use the notation ∂ µ = ∂/∂x µ , and g ≡ det g µν denotes the determinant of the de Sitter metric. Via an integration by parts, the action of a classical solution φ cl of the equation of motion obtained from (2) reduces to a boundary term,
where s indicates generic three dimensional coordinates on the boundary ∂M of the region M , ∂ n is the normal outward derivative to ∂M , namely ∂ n = n µ ∂ µ with n µ the normal to the surface and g (3) is the determinant of the 3-metric induced on ∂M . In the following subsections two different regions M will be considered. First we will be interested in a region with spacelike boundaries specified by constant values of the de Sitter time (defined below). Then, the second region we will look at is a region with timelike boundaries determined by constant values of the radial distance from the origin of de Sitter spacetime. Our main goal will be to provide an expression for both the action (3) and the classical field φ cl in terms of the boundary field configurations ϕ,
A. Region with spacelike boundary
The first geometry we will consider is appropriately described in terms of a coordinate system (t, x), where the de Sitter metric takes the form
where t ∈ (0, ∞), x ∈ R 3 and R denotes the inverse of the Hubble constant. This coordinate system covers the half of de Sitter space, the remaining half can be included by extending the domain of the conformal time t to negative values. We consider a region M of de Sitter spacetime bounded by the disjoint union of two hypersurfaces of constant conformal time t, namely Σ 1 = {(t, x) : t = t 1 } and Σ 2 = {(t, x) : t = t 2 }, with t 1 < t 2 . We denote this spacetime region,
. The action of a real massive minimally coupled scalar field φ in this region [t 1 , t 2 ] is given by
The Klein-Gordon equation satisfied by the field φ has the form
where ∆ x is the Laplacian operator in the coordinates x. This equation can be solved by the method of separation of variables and the general solution can by written as [13] 
where
where k = |k|, J ν (z) and Y ν (z) are the Bessel functions of the first and second kind respectively, with index ν = 9 4 − (mR) 2 , and c 1 (k) and c 2 (k) are two coefficients. In order for the classical solution (8) to be bounded in the spacetime region M the components of the 3-vector k have to be real. Consequently the modulus k is a non negative quantity, k ≥ 0.
It will be convenient to express the classical solution (8) in a different form,
In this expression the Bessel functions J ν and Y ν represent operators acting on the field configurations ϕ J and ϕ Y respectively. The relation between these field configurations and the boundary field configurations, indicated by ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 on the hypersurfaces Σ 1 and Σ 2 respectively, namely
is given by the matrix operator equation
Inverting this equation we obtain for the field φ the following dependence on the boundary field configurations,
where the quotients have to be understood as operators acting on a Fourier expansion of the boundary configurations ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 , and the operator δ k is defined as
The expression (13) allows the evaluation of the action (6) for a classical solution of the Klein-Gordon equation in terms of the boundary field configurations ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 . The result is
where the W [t1,t2] is a 2x2 matrix with elements W
where a prime indicates the derivative with respect to the argument. These matrix elements have to be understood as operators acting on the boundary field configurations.
B. Region with timelike boundary
The second geometry we are interested in is conveniently described in terms of spherical coordinates in space, defined by three parameters: r ∈ [0, ∞), θ ∈ [0, π) and ϕ ∈ [0, 2π). The de Sitter metric (5) in this coordinate system takes the form
It will be useful in the following to adopt Ω as a collective notation for θ and ϕ. Two different spacetime regions will be considered: The first region is bounded by one hypersurface of radius r, denoted by Σ ̺ = {(t, r, Ω) : r = ̺}. In analogy with the case of Minkowski spacetime, we refer to the hypersurface Σ ̺ as the hypercylinder of radius ̺. The second region is the spacetime region in between two hypercylinders of different radii Σ ̺ and Σ̺. Both these regions have timelike boundary, in contrast to the region [t 1 , t 2 ] of the previous subsection. Moreover, the region enclosed by one hypercylinder has a more exotic property: its boundary is not the disjoint union of two disconnected hypersurfaces, it is completely connected. The Klein-Gordon equation in the metric (19) reads
, and
The bounded solutions of (20) in the region bounded by one or two hypercylinders can be expanded as follows
where a k,l,m are coefficients and with u k,l,m we denote the unnormalized modes
The coefficients c 1 and c 2 are in general different from those introduced in the previous section. Y m l are the spherical harmonics satisfying the equation
In the modes (23), j l and n l denote the spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kind respectively, solutions of the equation
and the same equation is satisfied by n l . Notice that for the spacetime region enclosed by the hypercylinder, where the origin (r = 0) is part of the region, the coefficient c 2 in (23) will be zero and the radial component of the modes u k,l,m will reduce to the spherical Bessel function of the fist kind, j l . The reason lies in the singular character of n l in the origin, whereas j l remains finite [14] . On the other hand, the spacetime region bounded by two hypercylinders does not contain the origin, and both j l and n l will appear in the modes u k,l,m . Finally, the function H ν in (23) is proportional to the Bessel functions of the third kind of order ν, H ν , as called Hankel function 5 ,
In order for the Hankel function to be bounded k must be real. Consider the region with the hypercylinder of radius ̺ as boundary. In the following we will refer to this region simply by ̺. 6 The classical solution of (20) matching the boundary field configuration ϕ on the hypercylinder, i.e. for r = ̺, can be written as
where the quotient of spherical Bessel functions as to be understood as an operator. The action (3) associated with the region ̺ takes the form
where the prime indicates the derivative with respect to the argument. We now turn to the spacetime region bounded by two hypercylinders of different radii, ̺ 1 and ̺ 2 , indicated by [̺ 1 , ̺ 2 ]. Let ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 denote the boundary field configurations on r = ̺ 1 and r = ̺ 2 respectively. The 5 Working with Hν instead of Hν turns out to be more convenient due to the following property,
This relation follows from the analytic continuation of the Hankel function [15] and will be used in many occasions in the rest of paper. 6 The symbol ̺ should not be confused with the symbol ρ denoting the amplitude in the subsequent sections.
classical solution of the Klein-Gordon equation reducing to these field configurations on the boundary of
where the function ∆ k is to be understood as an operator defined by
The action (3) of the field (30) is then
where the W [̺1,̺2] is a 2x2 matrix with elements W
The function σ k is to be understood as an operator defined as
The expressions of the action of a classical solution of the equation of motion in terms of the boundary field configurations for the different spacetime regions considered, (15) , (29) and (32), will be an important ingredient for the computation of the quantum field propagator, as will be clear in the next section.
III. QUANTUM THEORY
According to the axioms of the GBF, a Hilbert space H Σ of states is associated with each hypersurface Σ. The quantum states in this Hilbert space are described in the Schrödinger representation, namely quantum states are wave functionals on the space of field configurations K Σ . The inner product in H Σ is defined through an integral over field configurations,
The evolution of a quantum state ψ Σ ∈ H Σ to a quantum state ψΣ ∈ HΣ is given in terms of the field propagator Z [Σ,Σ] associated with the spacetime region bounded by the two hypersurfaces Σ andΣ,
The field propagator Z [Σ,Σ] encodes the evolution from the field configuration ϕ on the hypersurface Σ to the field configurationφ on the hypersurfaceΣ. It is defined by the Feynman path integral as
the integral is extended over all field configurations φ in the spacetime region bounded by the two hypersurfaces Σ andΣ that reduce to ϕ on Σ and toφ onΣ, and S [Σ,Σ] is the action integral over this spacetime region. The path integral (39) can be formally evaluated by shifting the integration variable by a classical solution φ cl of the equation of motion derived from S [Σ,Σ] , matching the boundary configurations ϕ andφ on the boundaries of the region. Explicitly,
where the normalization faction is formally given by
Finally, an amplitude ρ [Σ,Σ] is associated with the spacetime region [Σ,Σ] and a state ψ Σ ⊗ ψΣ in the Hilbert space associated with the boundary
In the following sections we will apply this formulation to describe the quantum dynamics of a scalar field in de Sitter space. In particular the expressions of the field propagator and amplitudes of quantum states will be explicitly worked out in three cases: we will start with the free theory defined by the free action (6), then the interaction with an external source field will be considered, and finally we will use functional derivatives techniques to treat the case of a general interaction.
IV. REGION WITH SPACELIKE BOUNDARY -FREE THEORY A. Field propagator
We evaluate the field propagator associated with the spacetime region [t 1 , t 2 ] of Section II. Substituting the expression (15) of the classical action of the scalar field in terms of the boundary field configurations ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 in (40) leads to
where the normalization factor is determined by the gluing properties of the field propagator (an additional subscript 0 has been written in the field propagator and the normalization factor in order to indicate that these quantities refer to the free theory). The proof of the consistency of the definition (43) is provided by the composition rule satisfied by the field propagator: The evolution in the variable t from t 1 to t 2 and subsequently from t 2 to t 3 must equal the direct evolution from t 1 to t 3 . This composed evolution can be expressed in terms of the following equation,
The propagator (43) satisfies such composition if the normalization factors corresponding to the three regions are related by
The solution turns out to be
We are now in the position to check the unitarity of the quantum evolution implemented by the field propagator. Indeed, in this context the unitarity is translated in the following condition [5, 6] ,
For the free field propagator (43) we have
Using (46), the product of the first two terms on the right-hand side above equals 1, and consequently the condition (47) is verified. Therefore we conclude that the field propagator (43) implements a unitary quantum evolution in the variable t for the free scalar field in de Sitter space. This was shown in [16] in a general setting, but we nevertheless present the detailed steps here and verify them independently.
A well known property of the de Sitter space is that in the limit in which the curvature goes to zero de Sitter space tends to Minkowski space. Recalling that the Ricci scalar is proportional to R −2 [2] , we can recover the Minkowski metric from the de Sitter metric (5) by considering the limits R → ∞ and t → ∞ in such a way that R/t → 1,
We now show that the free field propagator (43) reduces to the free field propagator in Minkowski space evaluated in [8] . The Bessel functions of the first and second kind have the following asymptotic expansions for large values of their argument [14] ,
Taking the limits defined by (49) and using the expansions (50) and (51), the matrix elements
(16,17,18) reduce to
These matrix elements equal those derived in Minkowski space (see [6, 8, 17] ) providing the identification k = ω holds, where ω is the operator −∆ x + m 2 . Moreover, it is easy to show that the normalization factor (46) reduces to the one in flat spacetime. Therefore we conclude that the free field propagator in de Sitter space (43) coincides with the one in Minkowski space in the limit defined by (49).
We compute the vacuum state on the hypersurface of constant conformal time t. The starting point is the following Gaussian ansatz for the vacuum wave function,
where C t is a normalization factor and A t denotes a family of operators indexed by t. The explicit form of the operator A t has been given in [18] , and the form of the vacuum wave function results to be
The requirement that the vacuum state is normalized to 1 fixes the normalization factor C t up to a phase,
The phase of the normalization factor is fixed by the relation between two vacuum wave functions defined on hypersurfaces of different conformal time. In particular the vacuum wave function (56) satisfies the identity
which implies the following identity for the normalization factors
Substituting N [t1,t2],0 with its expression (46), we arrive at
This suggest the following solution for the normalization factor C t ,
The asymptotic limit, according to the prescription (49), of the vacuum wave function (56) coincides (up to a phase factor) with the vacuum wave function defined on equal time hyperplanes in Minkowski space, namely
providing the identification k = ω holds (see [6, 8, 17] ).
C. Coherent states
In previous works [7] [8] [9] 12] coherent states have been an essential tool for the computation of the asymptotic amplitudes. We follow here the same approach of these works, and define coherent states for the Klein-Gordon field in the Schrödinger representation on the hypersurface of constant t, in terms of a complex function η by the expression
where the normalization factor K t,η is given by
The inner product of two coherent states defined by the complex functions η 1 and η 2 results to be
The coherent states satisfy the following completeness relation
with I being the identity operator and the constant D is given by
The characteristic property of coherent states is to remain coherent under the action of the free field propagator,
This equation yields the following relation for the complex functions η 1 and η 2 defined on the hypersurfaces t = t 1 and t = t 2 respectively,
Hence, the product ξ(k) = t 3/2 H ν (kt) η(k) is preserved under free evolution in the variable t. It will be useful to define the interaction representation in terms of the function ξ. The coherent state defined as
is invariant under free evolution. We will adopt (70) as the interaction representation for coherent states. The normalization factor in (70) is equal to
Coherent states can be expanded in terms of multiparticle states as
where ψ t,k 1 ,··· ,k n denotes the n-particle state in the interaction picture with quantum numbers k 1 , . . . , k n . The inner product between a coherent state and a multiparticle state then results in being
D. Asymptotic amplitude
We compute in this section the amplitude (42) associated with the spacetime region [t 1 , t 2 ] in the case of the free theory. Considering the state given by the tensor product of two coherent states in the interaction representation defined at times t 1 and t 2 by the complex functions ξ 1 and ξ 2 respectively, such that ψ t1,ξ1 ⊗ ψ t2,ξ2 ∈ H t1 ⊗ H * t2 , where we denote with H t1 the Hilbert space associated with the hypersurface t = t 1 and with H t2 the Hilbert space associated with the hypersurface t = t 2 with the same orientation. The amplitude for the non interacting theory is obtained from (42) and can be interpreted as the transition amplitude from the coherent state ψ t1,ξ1 to the coherent state ψ t2,ξ2 ,
This amplitude is by construction independent of the initial and final times t 1 and t 2 , and reduces to the inner product between the coherent states ψ t1,ξ1 and ψ t2,ξ2 ,
We can then trivially take the limit for asymptotic values of the times t 1 and t 2 and interpret (75) as the elements of the S-matrix S 0 of the free theory,
V. REGION WITH SPACELIKE BOUNDARY -INTERACTING THEORY
We now turn to the study of the interacting theory. We will start in the next section by considering the interaction of the scalar field with a source field confined inside the spacetime region of interest. The amplitude derived in this case will then be used in the subsequent section to express the amplitude for a general interaction by means of functional derivative techniques, following the same approach as in [8] A. Theory with source Consider the interaction of the scalar field with a real source field µ described by the action
where S [t1,t2],0 is the free action (6). We assume that the source field µ vanishes outside the spacetime region [t 1 , t 2 ].
Field propagator
The field propagator corresponding to the action (77) can be evaluate with the same technique applied in Section III, namely shift the integration variable of the path integral by a classical solution of the free theory matching the boundary configurations ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 on t = t 1 and t = t 2 respectively. The field propagator then results to be expressed in terms of the free field propagator (43),
where the subscript µ has been added to the quantity referring to the interacting theory. The quantity µ 1 and µ 2 in the right-hand side of (78) are defined as
The normalization factor N [t1,t2],µ is formally equal to
Again we evaluate the integral by shifting of the integration variable. In this case we shift φ by the function α, solution of the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation
with vanishing boundary conditions,
The function α results to be
where G(x, x ′ ) is the Green function of the Klein-Gordon equation, with vanishing boundary conditions, given by
where θ(t) is the step function
Finally the noramlization factor (81) can be written as
Substituting in (78), we obtain for the field propagator the expression
It can be shown that the propagator (88) satisfies the composition rule analogue to (44),
The unitarity condition (47) for the field propagator (78) reads
We notice that the quotient of the normalization factors has modulus one because of the reality of the source field µ and the Green function (85) appearing in the exponential in right hand side of (87). Recalling the result obtained in Section (IV A), the integral in ϕ 2 gives
(91) We conclude that the quantum evolution implemented by the field propagator in the presence of a source field is unitary.
Asymptotic amplitude
The amplitude ρ [t1,t2],µ associated with the transition from the coherent state ψ t1,ξ1 to the coherent state ψ t2,ξ2 is
Using the expression (78) of the field propagator and introducing two new complex functionsξ 1 andξ 2 defined asξ
we can rewrite (92) in terms of the free amplitude (74) for the coherent states defined by the functionsξ 1 andξ 2 in the form
With the expressions (75), (87) and (71), we finally arrive at the following result,
where the complex functionξ is the complex classical solution of the Klein-Gordon equation determined by ξ 1 and ξ 2 ,ξ
This equation establishes a one-to-one correspondence between pairs of coherent states parametrized by pairs of functions (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) and complex solutionsξ of the Klein-Gordon equation. The function β in the right hand side of (96) is defined as
The combination of the Green function G with the function β according to (96) gives
This expression can be related with the Feynman propagator for the scalar field in Minkowski spacetime via the asymptotic limit defined by (49). The limit of (99),
results to be equal to the epxression of the Feynman propagator for a massless scalar field in Minkowski spacetime. It is possible to evaluate the integral in (99) performing the integration in the angular components of the vector k
and then using the relation 6.672.3 of [19] to obtain
where P is the associated Legendre function, and p(x, x ′ ) is the de Sitter invariant distance given by
Finally, the function G F can be expressed in terms of the hypergeometric function F ,
This form of the function G F coincides with the expression of the Feynman propagator computed in [13] (see formula (A-16) of [13] ). The Feynman propagator (103) satisfies the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation,
with the boundary conditions
Finally, the amplitude in the theory with the source field results to be
This expression is independent of the times t 1 and t 2 as long as the source field µ vanishes outside the region [t 1 , t 2 ]. Therefore the limit for asymptotic values of the times t 1 and t 2 is trivial and we can then remove the restriction on the support of µ. Finally we interpret (107) as the elements of the S-matrix for the theory with the source interaction,
Consider the action of a scalar field in the presence of an arbitrary potential V vanishing outside the spacetime region [t 1 , t 2 ],
Following [8] we use the technique of functional derivatives to rewrite the exponential of i times this action,
where S [t1,t2],µ denotes the action for the theory with the source interaction (77). We can now perform all the calculations of the previous section by moving the functional derivative term in (110) to the front. Then, the amplitude in the presence of the potential V can be immediately written as
We notice first that the use of coherent states to compute the asymptotic amplitude is not indispensable and the same expression (111) results for generic states ψ t1,1 ⊗ ψ t2,2 . Next, by recalling the independence from times t 1 and t 2 of the amplitude in the presence of a source interaction, expression (111) also does not depend on t 1 and t 2 . This allows us to remove the restriction on the potential V . The S-matrix elements can then written as
VI. REGION WITH TIMELIKE BOUNDARY -FREE THEORY
In this and the next section, we develop the quantum theory for a scalar field in the hypercylinder region defined in Section II B. We will closely follow the treatment of Sections IV and V. 
where the W [̺1,̺2] is a 2x2 matrix with elements given by (33), (34) and (35). The propagator Z [̺1,̺2],0 must satisfy a composition rule analogue to (44),
As in Section IV A, this relation fixes the normalization factor appearing in (113),
The quantum evolution implemented by Z [̺1,̺2],0 turns out to be unitary since the following relation holds,
as can be easily checked using (115). We now turn to the free field propagator associated with the region enclosed by the hypercylinder of radius ̺. The expression (40) with the action (29) gives
The composition rule satisfied by Z ̺,0 involves the propagator (113),
This equation translates into the following equality for the normalization factors,
Using (115), we find the solution,
We conclude this subsection by looking at the asymptotic limit of the field propagators (113) and (117). We expect to recover the corresponding field propagators defined in Minkowski spacetime where the notion of the hypercylinder was originally introduced, in particular we refer to Section IV.A.2 of [8] . The comparison between de Sitter propagators (113) and (117), and Minkowski propagators (74) and (75) of [8] , manifests only one significant difference: The presence of the quotient R 2 t 2 in the expression of the former propagators. We notice that it is precisely this quotient that get canceled in the limit (49), provided that k in (113) and (117) equals √ E 2 − m 2 (for E 2 > m 2 ) appearing in the propagators (74) and (75) of [8] . This identification is consequently valid only for positive k. An alternative would be to replace k with |k|. Such change will receives its justification in the next section, where we introduce the vacuum state.
The Gaussian ansatz for the vacuum wave function associated with the hypercylinder of radius ̺ reads
where C ̺ is the normalization factor and A ̺ denotes a family of operators indexed by ̺. Applying the same techniques developed in [18] , we obtain the following form for the vacuum wave function,
where h l is the spherical Bessel function of the third kind, h l = j l + in l , and the appearance of the modulus of k guarantees the normalizability of the vacuum state, as can be seen from the analytic continuation of the spherical Bessel functions (see in particular formulas 10.1.34-35 of [14] ). Based on these properties and the observation at the end of the previous section concerning the asymptotic limit of the field propagator, in the rest of paper the spherical Bessel functions will depend on |k| and not k. C ̺ is the normalization factor given by (up to a phase)
As in Section IV B, the phase of C ̺ is fixed by the invariance of the vacuum state under free evolution,
where (115) has been used. It can be easily verify that the above equation admits the solution
The asymptotic limit of (122) coincides with the vacuum wave function defined on the hypercylinder in (79) and (80) of [8] . Now that we have at our disposal both their asymptotic limit, we can compare the vacuum state defined on the hypersurface of constant time t, (56), with the one on the hypercylinder of radius ̺, (122). This amounts to compare the corresponding asymptotic Minkowski vacuum wave functions, which are related at spatial and temporal infinity as explained in [8] . We then conclude that the same relation holds for the vacua (56) and (122).
The next step is the definition of coherent states on the hypercylinder.
C. Coherent states
The wave function of a coherent state defined on the hypercylinder of radius ̺, in Schrödinger representation, is parametrized by a complex function η,
where the integration in k and the sum over the indexes l and m are defined as in (22). The normalization factor K ̺,η results to be
The inner product of two coherent states defined by the complex functions η and η ′ results to be
The completeness relation satisfied by the coherent states satisfy can be written as
Two coherent states parametrized by the complex functions η 1 and η 2 , defined respectively on the hypercylinders of radii ̺ 1 and ̺ 2 are related by
This equality holds if the complex functions η 1 and η 2 satisfy
As a consequence, the function ξ l,m (k) = η l,m (k)h l (|k|̺) appears to be independent of the radius ̺, since it is preserved under free evolution. The interaction picture for coherent states will then be defined in terms of ξ, namely
The normalization factor K ̺,ξ is equal to
The completeness relation (130) in the interaction picture reads
where the constantD isD
The expansion of a coherent state in terms of multiparticle states reads ,m1) ,...,(kn,ln,mn) (ϕ).
The state with n particles with quantum numbers (k 1 , l 1 , m 1 ) , . . . , (k n , l n , m n ) has been denoted by ψ ̺,(k1,l1,m1),...,(kn,ln,mn) in the interaction picture. The inner product between a coherent state and an n-particle state is ψ ̺,(k1,l1,m1),...,(kn,ln,mn) |ψ ̺,ξ = exp
D. Asymptotic amplitude
We now have all the ingredients to evaluate the amplitude associated with the spacetime region enclosed by the hypercylinder of radius ̺, for the coherent state ψ ̺,ξ defined on the hypercylinder, in the case of the free theory. According to (42), this amplitude is
This amplitude is manifestly independent of the radius ̺ of the hypercylinder.
VII. REGION WITH TIMELIKE BOUNDARY -INTERACTING THEORY
The study of the interacting Klein-Gordon theory in the spacetime region bounded by the hypercylinder will parallel the analysis performed in Section V. We turn first to the theory describing the interaction with an external source field and we then conclude the section by the treatment of the general interacting theory.
A. Theory with source
The action of a scalar field interacting with a real source field µ has the form
where S ̺,0 is the action of the free theory (29). The source field µ is assumed to vanish outside the spacetime region ̺, namely µ(t, r, Ω) r≥̺ = 0.
Field propagator
The field propagator can be expressed in terms of the field propagator of the free theory,
where we used the expression of the field φ in terms of the boundary field configuration ϕ, given by (28), and we introduced the quantity
The quotient of normalization factor appearing in the right hand side of (142) can be rewritten as follows,
where the function α is a solution of the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation
with vanishing boundary condition,
We express the solution of (145) with the boundary condition (146) in terms of the Green function G of the Klein-Gordon equation,
where the function g l is given by
The function α can then be written as
By substituting this result in (142), the field propagator takes the form
B. Asymptotic amplitude
The amplitude ρ ̺,µ associated with the spacetime region ̺, for the coherent state ψ ̺,ξ defined on the boundary of this region is
Introducing the functionξ, given bỹ
we can define the new coherent state ψ ̺,ξ . The amplitude (151) can then be expressed in terms of the free amplitude (140) for the new coherent state defined by the functionξ,
Substituting the expressions (140) and (135) we arrive at
where the functionξ is the complex classical solution of the Klein-Gordon equation parametrized by ξ,
implying a one-to-one correspondence between coherent states parametrized by functions ξ and complex solutionsξ. The function β in the right hand side of (154) is equal to
We denote by G F the sum of the Green G and the function β that appears in the last exponential of (154),
Having in mind previous results obtained applying the GBF to the theory of quantum fields in Minkowski spacetime [7, 8] and Euclidean spacetime [9] , the similarity between the asymptotic amplitudes in the presence of a source field in the two geometries considered, namely, expressions (108) and (160), should not surprise us. In particular, based on the cited works and on the appearance of the same Feynman propagator in these amplitudes, we expect the two amplitudes to be equivalent under the action of an isomorphism between the corresponding spaces of states. To be more precise the isomorphism H t1 ⊗ H * t2 → H ̺ , where H ̺ denotes the Hilbert space associated with the hypercylinder, is determined by the identification of the complex solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation (97) and (155). Indeed these solutions establish a one-to-one correspondence between complex classical solutions in spacetime and coherent states in H t1 ⊗H * t2 and H ̺ respectively. Hence, for a given complex classical solution we implement the correspondence ψ t1,ξ1 ⊗ ψ t2,ξ2 → ψ ̺,ξ that fixes the isomorphism. The equivalence of the amplitudes (108) and (160) is then realized if the free amplitudes (75) and (140) coincide under the action of the isomorphism.
Identifying the complex classical solutions (97) and (155) leads to the following relations for the modes ξ l,m (k) and ξ 1,2 (k),
where the angular coordinates Ω k determine the direction of the vector k. We substitute (163) in the expression of the free amplitude associated with the hypercylinder (140),
The sum over l, m is performed using the completeness relation of spherical harmonics, see formula (B.88) of [20] ,
This result proves the equivalence of the free amplitudes (75) and (140). The map between coherent states ψ t1,ξ1 ⊗ ψ t2,ξ2 → ψ ̺,ξ implemented by the isomorphism H t1 ⊗ H * t2 → H ̺ leads to a map between multiparticle states. We are interested here in the expression of a multiparticle state defined in one setting in terms of multiparticle states defined in the other setting. Consider a state with n particles in H t1 ⊗ H * t2 with q incoming particles with quantum numbers k 1 , . . . , k q and n − q outgoing particles with quantum numbers k q+1 , . . . , k n , denoted as
where |ψ k 1 ,··· ,k q is q-particle state introduced in (73). We want to evaluate the inner product between the state (166) and the n-particle state in H ̺ with quantum numbers (k 1 , l 1 , m 1 ), . . . , (k n , l n , m n ) introduced in (139). Inserting the completeness relation of coherent states (136), ,m1) ,...,(kn,ln,mn) .
(167) and using (73), (139), (137) and the relations (163) we perform the integration in dξ dξ and obtain, ,m1) ,...,(kn,ln,mn) = (−1)
We can now write an n-particle state in H ̺ as a linear combination of n-particle states in H t1 ⊗ H * t2 , ,m1) ,...,(kq,lq,mq),(−kq+1,lq+1,mq+1),...,(−kn,ln,mn) .
Reciprocally an n-particle state in H t1 ⊗ H * t2 is a linear combination of n-particle states in H ̺ ,
On the hypercylinder, the incoming or outgoing character of particle states is encoded in the quantum numbers, in particular in the sign of k. By means of the isomorphism (163) between the Hilbert states associated with the different geometries considered, a particle in H ̺ can be mapped, according to its quantum number, into an incoming or outgoing particle in H t1 or H t2 respectively.
IX. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Let us summarize the results we have obtained. We have applied the GBF of quantum field theory to study a massive scalar field in de Sitter spacetime. Inspired by previous results obtained in Minkowski spacetime [7, 8] , two different quantization schemes, associated with different spacetime regions, have been implemented and compared: in the first and more traditional one the region considered is of a time-interval type, namely the boundary of the region is the disjoint union of two equal-time hypersurfaces; in the second scheme, the scalar field is quantized in a region that incorporates key nonstandard features of the GBF, namely the hypercylinder region bounded by one connected and timelike hypersurface. After constructing all the relevant algebraic structures for the free theory, i.e., the Hilbert space, the field propagator and the amplitude associated with the regions in question, we consider the interacting theory, starting with the case of the interaction with a source field and then using functional derivative techniques to treat the general interacting theory. We then show the existence of an isomorphism between the Hilbert spaces defined in the two schemes and provide the explicit correspondence between the multiparticle states defined on the equal-time hypersurfaces with those defined on the hypercylinder.
This work was first motivated by its obvious relevance for the GBF, in order to improve our understanding of its technical and conceptual aspects. Indeed the results presented here constitute the first application of the GBF to a field theory on a curved space. Furthermore, in the particular coordinate systems chosen the de Sitter metric is conformal to the Minkowski metric and we were able to show how all the relevant structures of the GBF in de Sitter space reduce to those computed in Minkowski space in the appropriate asymptotic limit. Such a correspondence not only constitutes a requirement the GBF in de Sitter has to satisfy, but also provides a useful tool to compare the vacuum states defined on the different hypersurfaces considered. What emerges from this is that the field theory of a massive scalar field in the de Sitter metric tends asymptotically to the field theory of a massless scalar field in the Minkowski metric. Based on these observations, we can extend to de Sitter space some of the conclusions discussed for the field theory in Minkowski space: In particular the crossing symmetry of the S-matrix. As explained in the paper, the asymptotic amplitude for the hypercylinder geometry may be interpreted as the S-matrix for the scalar field, and because of the connectedness of the boundary hypersurface no a priori distinction exists between incoming and outgoing states. The usual notion of crossing symmetry becomes consequently implicit in the hypercylinder geometry.
So, the GBF of the field theory in the hypercylinder geometry provides a new perspective on the quantum dynamics in de Sitter space. We have indeed obtained a new representation for the de Sitter invariant Feynman propagator in the hypercylinder region, (157), and the corresponding spatially asymptotic boundary condition (159) for the non-homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation. Moreover, the propagator (157) is of the Hadamard form, implying that the vacuum state (122) corresponds to the Bunch-Davies vacuum [21] defined on the hypercylinder. Hence, apart from its significance for the development of the GBF, our result represents a contribution to the development of the Schrödinger representation for quantum fields in curved spacetime. Besides the representation of the Bunch-Davies vacuum, the definition and use of coherent states in the two settings considered here, in the Schrödinger representation, not known previously, constitute a novelty of our paper.
As a possible application of the results presented here, we mention the study of the response of the detector moving in the radial direction, i.e. from one hypercylinder to another one of different radius, and the comparison with the well known thermal bath of radiation perceived by an observer moving with proper time t, [2] .
The implementation of the GBF quantization scheme for more general spacetime regions and boundaries represents a line of future research; in particular compact regions, whose boundary hypersurface includes timelike as well as spacelike parts, will be the main focus. The field theory defined in such kind of regions will provide a fully local description of the quantum dynamics, and it will be interesting the study how a particle concept (associated with the boundary of the region) could be implemented and compare it with the standard notion of particle. A possible direction along this line is the use of a different coordinate system to describe the de Sitter spacetime [2] .
We conclude by mentioning a new quantization scheme for the GBF recently proposed by Oeckl in [4] . The ability to recover the results presented here may constitute an important test for Oeckl's proposal.
In this appendix we prove the equivalence of the propagator (157) derived in the hypercylinder geometry with the Feynman propagator obtained in the time-interval setting of Section V A 2. The first step consists in summing over l and m in (157) according to the following relation (see formulas (B.98) and (B.100) of [20] ), 
So, we obtain for G F the form
Then, we rewrite the exponential as
We substitute in (B2), invert the order of the integrals and perform before the integral in dk,
which coincides with (101) since H ν (x) H ν (y) = H ν (x) H ν (y) due to the relation (26). This concludes the proof.
